
 Chairman:  Irene Engard ocninetynines@gmail.com Secretary:  Pam Doddridge 
 Vice Chair: Becky Valdez  Treasurer:  Lena Wilson 

OC99s website:  http://oc99.sws99s.org/new  OC 99s Facebook page:  facebook.com/OC99s 

April 5 - Business Meeting, Signature, 6pm 
Teleconferencing available—look for 
email on Monday April 3 

April 9 - Antelope Valley 99s Poker Run 

April 15 - Saturday General Meeting 

April 27- 30 Spring Section Meeting 
“Blue Skies Over the Bay”  Oakland 

http://ninetynines.net/sws99sBC/index.asp 

April 28 - 29  AOPA   Camarillo 

May 3  -  Business Meeting, Signature, 6pm 
Teleconferencing available—look for 
email on Monday May 1 

May 6 - 7  Chino Air Show 

May 10 - General Meeting— 6:30pm 
JWA Administration Building 

June 14 - POY & Installation Banquet 
Costa Mesa Country Club 

July 11 - 15 - International Conference 
San Antonio Texas 

https://www.ninety-nines.org/conference.htm 

OUR MISSION --The Ninety-Nines is the 
International organization of women pilots that 
promotes advancement of aviation through 
education, scholarships, and mutual support 
while honoring our unique history and sharing 
our passion for flight.

It doesn’t get better than this!
Hangar Party, lunch, and serious meeting 

featuring  
Lyn Carlson, DPE at SNA 

April 2017April 2017April 2017April 2017    

Refreshments/lunch Refreshments/lunch Refreshments/lunch Refreshments/lunch     

brought to us bybrought to us bybrought to us bybrought to us by    

Julie McCoy Schafer! Julie McCoy Schafer! Julie McCoy Schafer! Julie McCoy Schafer! 

Picnic on the wings of Julie’s Baron 

Saturday April 15—We will be hanging out at Julie McCoy 

Schafer’s Hangar. 

Moving the Masses beginning at 11:30am.
We need to coordinate cars and drivers with SIDA badges to get 

us to the hangar.  We will meet at Atlantic and transport from 

there. 

Feeding the Masses beginning at NOON—Lunch brought to us 

by Julie McCoy Schafer.

Listen & Learn—Special presentation by DPE Lyn Carlson.

Can we count you in? - Let Becky know— 

Email—fxala@hotmail.com 

Cellular—714-306-2329 (text is good)

mailto:ocninetynines@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/oc99s
http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new/
http://ninetynines.net/sws99sBC/index.asp
https://www.ninety-nines.org/conference.htm
mailto:fxala@hotmail.com


Easter time is the 
time for eggs and  
the time for eggs 
is Easter time. 

I have no idea why this rhyme sticks in my head from childhood.  But it got me thinking 

about the symbolism of bunnies and eggs at Easter.    

The story of the Easter bunny is thought to have become common in the 19th century.  

Rabbits usually give birth to a big litter of babies so they became a symbol of new life.  

Legend has it that the Easter bunny lays, decorates and hides eggs as eggs are also a 

symbol of new life. 

Another search found this: Originally eating eggs was not allowed by the church during 

the week leading up to Easter (Holy Week).  So any eggs laid that week were saved and 

decorated to make then “Holy Week eggs”, then given to children as gifts. 

Easter is observed on the first Sunday following the full moon after the 

vernal equinox (first day of spring). 

So, we are officially in the time of new beginnings, re-birth, new life, 

renewal.  For us as pilots, it is a time to take to the air and observe all 

these “new beginnings” from the air.  

In this issue you will enjoy all sorts of “New”:  new things we learned 

about our airport, new information about our DPE, meet new 

members, new beginnings, take to the skies to reinforce friendships 

and create new ones, be rewarded for venturing down a new path, 

utilize a new rating, learn something new about aviation history, 

support our “new” essay contest and more. 

I hope I see many of you at our Saturday April meeting.  We are 

fortunate to have Lyn Carlson as our guest speaker.  Wow, what an 

accomplished woman.  You want to be there! 

Happy Spring, 

 Irene 

Your Fearless Leader  

 

 

 



March meeting — and tour of John Wayne Airport 

U
 S O

 

Thanks, Becky Valdez for     
being an excellent,       

gracious and informative 
guide! 

 Airport history 

 Statue 

 Seismic safety 

 Marble / fossils 

 Art work 

 Historical pictures 

 Bob Hope USO 

 TSA 

 BDOs (don’t you wish you 

were there so you’d know what 
this is?) 



Lyn Carlson  - Our featured Speaker 

How did Evelyn A. Carlson, a Nursing Instructor at St. John College in Cleveland, Ohio ultimately 
emerge as a partner in a Learn to Fly business on the West Coast and become a pilot extraordinaire? 

Having achieved her Master of Science in Nursing, she began teaching nursing at the baccalaureate 
level. But her love for flying plus her advanced degree allowed her to also teach flying in Kent, Ohio.  
Along the way, Lyn served in the Peace Corps in Nyeri, Kenya, where she taught nursing.  

During her time of dual teaching, Lyn arrived at the airport early in the morning, where she served as flying instructor 
from 7am until noon. Then, she would teach nursing in the afternoon. Finally, she would drive back to the School of 
Technology building on campus at the end of the day to serve as an assistant professor in Technology, where she 
taught the evening ground schools until 9 or 10pm.  

During 1981, Lyn won the Amelia Earhart Medal by finishing 1st place in one of the events at the National 
Intercollegiate Flying Association (NIFA) meet, held at the University of North Dakota.  

Due to the declining health of her grandparents she returned to the Golden State to spend time with them and help 
care for them. Back in California, Carlson began to hand out resumes and wound up as Chief Flight Instructor at 
Sunrise Aviation in Santa Ana, California.  

After joining the team at Sunrise as partner and Certified Flight Instructor (CFI), Lyn helped to develop FAA Approved 
Flight Training Programs, which included the writing of ground and flight training syllabi, as well as getting them 
approved by the FAA. She supervised the training given by more than 25 other flight instructors. As Chief Instructor, 
she was ultimately responsible for certifying all student school records for accuracy and compliance. She gave 
personal flight instruction and was responsible for stage checks. 

Of special note, during 1995, Lyn Carlson was chosen for the prestigious FAA National Flight Instructor of the Year 
Award. Winning at the local and regional FAA levels, the national selection committee was made up of 
representatives from all the major General Aviation organizations, which included AOPA, the National Business 
Aircraft Association, the National Association of Flight Instructors, the General Aviation Manufacturers Association 
and the Experimental Aircraft Association in addition to officials from the FAA itself. The entire process actually took 
four months to complete. What an honor for Lyn Carlson! 

From 1995 until the present, Lyn has administered the FAA computer knowledge exams in her area. She  continues to 
serve as a Designated Pilot Examiner. In this capacity, Carlson gives pilot practical tests for Private, Instrument and 
Commercial and CFI candidates. The examination includes both an oral and an in-flight practical test. The DPE position 
actually represents an appointment by the FAA and, as such, is considered a prestigious one in the flying community. 
DPEs are designated by the FAA to examine for proficiency to determine who gets pilot certificates. 

During Lyn’s colorful flying history she flew solo across the Atlantic in a Rockwell 114 from El Monte, California to 
Guernsey, Channel Islands via Lakeland, Florida (where she stopped for tanking) to Gander, Newfoundland and Santa 
Maria in the Azores. As a pilot, she was intent on getting everything possible out of her lifetime flying experience. This 
goal on her part made the trip inevitable. 

Excerpted from an article by James  O Armstrong, SelfGrowth.com 

Lynn has more than 8,000 total hours— 

5,000 CFI hours and has given more than 2,600 check rides! 

Carol Bennett earned her Instrument Flight Instructor rating 
with Lyn in November. 

Lyn will share her Solo flight across the Atlantic with us at our 
meeting on Saturday April 15. 

http://www.selfgrowth.com/peace.html


Emily (Lu) Shi is a student pilot working on her cross country   
training at this time.  Emily is not related to Lina Shi, by the way.    
(I knew you were about to ask.)  If you look at the 99’s directory, it 
almost looks like a misprint as Lina Shi is right above Lu Shi.       
Emily said that Shi is an unusual name in China, so we are 
especially lucky to have two Shis.  Emily's happy disposition is a 
wonderful addition to our chapter.  Welcome Emily and good luck 
with your training!   

Laura Nelson, is a 26-year-old student pilot with a goal of 
becoming a commercial pilot for a major airline.  She started her 
training in June 2016 at Orange Coast Community College and 
completed ground school with a 95% overall grade.  Laura 
worked full time at Disneyland, however, she has cut down on 
her working hours to devote more time to getting her college 
degree and pilot's license.  Laura has been taking lessons in a club 
plane and has 9 hours of flight time.  She lives in Fountain Valley.  
Welcome Laura! 

Welcome New Members to the Orange County 99s 

Gladys Rojas is our newest OC99 member. Gladys lives in Lake Forest and is 
a student pilot with 10 hours of flying and has finished ground school. She 
graduated from UCI with a degree in political science and international 
relations. She is working on her master degree in intelligence and 
terrorism. Gladys was in the military on active duty as a jet mechanic for 4 
years, then served in the reserves as an intelligence analyst for 5 1/2 years. 
While studying for her masters, and continuing her flight training, she 
works at Battle Buddy Bridge a subsidiary of Volunteers of America. Much 
of her work is in helping vets transition from active duty to civilian life. 
Whatever is needed, it is vets helping vets. This program is in LA and OC 
and will hopefully be picked up across the country. Gladys hopes to return 
to the military and fly the F-22, or the F-16. Gladys jumped into OC99 
service at our March meeting by taking 10 Essay Contest posters for 
placement and also making a connection with the USO while on our tour, 
giving her business cards in order to provide ground transportation for 
active vets in a bind. Welcome aboard, Gladys. 



Flying for me started after winning a raffle for a free demo flight.  It only took one time and I was 
hooked.  My first instructor was from Bavaria and sounded like Arnold Schwarzenegger.  He was fond of 
using a saying in German that translated in English to “I’ve seen horses puking,” i.e. be ready for 
anything (horse anatomy is such that it is highly unlikely for them to vomit).  Okay, gross.  I’m sorry.   

A year after I received my private pilot certificate, I signed up for an emergency maneuvers course to 
help build my confidence and fell in love with aerobatics in the process.  I competed in one aerobatic 
contest and didn’t finish in last place...yay! 

Currently a rusty pilot, I look forward to getting airborne again and earning an instrument rating. 

- Marlene Garaffa 

In the beginning…….. 

Soon to be Member…..Kim Tran, who wrote: 

“Thank you ladies for making the new members feel so 

welcome on our first meeting!  Not only did I see a mix 

of talent and passion, but also kindness and mentoring, 

with quite a lot of laughter and fun.  You ladies 

definitely prove that aviation is not just a man’s world! 

Thank you Becky for doing an amazing job with the 

JWA tour!  It was very educational and I will never 

walk  through JWA without noticing the El Camino 

Real Bell and the Jura marble dating back to the 

Jurassic Period. Bravo on your hard work and for a fun 

filled night. 

I am looking forward to many more adventures and 

"girl time" with the group.  I hope to one day be an 

inspiration to others as you are all now to me.” 

Kim Tran 

Laura Nelson & Kim Tran 

 hold hands with John Wayne 

Aerobatic pilot Marlene getting ready for some fun!



                                                         A French Valley Fly-In                                                       By Morgan Thorpe 
 
When I was invited to join fellow Ninety-Nines for a fly-in brunch to French 
Valley, I quickly re-arranged my schedule to accommodate such a welcome 
adventure.  I had no idea where French Valley was (I am a student pilot who 
will begin lessons in March) but it sounded like a good idea to me. 
 
I woke up with a pep in my step, I was going to go flying, and I was excited!   
I soon found out that my fellow Ninety-Nines were just as excited as I was.  
Diane Myers graciously loaned me a head set and Sarah Hufnagel loaned  
me a bit of propeller knowledge.  I had no idea what Diane said to ATC but it 
sure made sense to them; it is a language I look forward to speaking.  After a 
quick check, we were off! 
 
The climb was graceful, the world around me kept getting bigger and bigger.  
I soon realized just how much of the world gets overlooked by being land bound.  I found myself glued to the 
windows, I wanted to see all of it.  Near the Ortega Highway, I was able to see just how many creeks were 
reflecting the sunlight because they were running with water, I was able to see the plethora of trees and 

vegetation that covers the mountains like moss.  
The snow-capped mountains looked like they were 
sprinkled with powdered sugar.  It looked like God 
had taken a paint brush and colored the hills with 
every shade of green I could imagine.  For a 
moment, I forgot that I had a job of looking out for 
other airplanes (sorry Diane). 
 
We landed well and when we got to the café, we 
were greeted by a chatty, albeit cute waiter.  The 
food was yummy, and the bonding was just as 
great.  There is nothing better that having a table 

filled with Ninety-Nines and their dreams.  Sharing a table with Diane and Sarah made me realize just why I love 
this organization, we are a group of women with passion and dedication, and we share the love of flying.  Diane 
and Sarah graciously fed me information, knowledge and hope that one day soon I would be able to fly on my 
own.  I took a lot of good memories and a cinnamon bun home with me. 
 
We were able to meet up with other chapter members as well.  We chatted, hugged and took pictures with Julie 
McCoy-Schafer, Kiersten Ellis, Irene Engard and a sweet one hundred fifty pound puppy .  Even though I am still 
learning everyone’s names, what I do know is they are simply friends I have yet to meet. 
 
On the way back, Diane was a great tour guide.  She pointed out all of the orange wild 
flowers, Camp Pendleton, Catalina Island and told Sarah that if it gets bumpy, it’s because 
of me jumping around in the back seat.  She told Sarah, “Make the plane do what you  
want it to do.”  I will take that direction as well, realizing that if I want to get where I am 
going in life, I will need to make it happen instead of waiting for it to happen. 
 
I now know where French Valley is, I now know the Ninety-Nines a little bit better, I now 

know how honored I am to be a part of this organization.  I also know a good place to eat, 

that makes excellent cinnamon buns.  It was a day to remember and one that will be hard 

to forget. 

 

        Morgan’s window seat 

   Sarah—all smiles 



Pam Hengsteler at home ~ 
    ~  in the RIGHT seat. 

I am so thrilled to share the news of my first instrument student's  
successful check ride on Friday March 10th.  Robert Compton was    
also my private pilot student who became a certificated pilot in mid    
July 2016.  Shortly after earning his pilot's certificate in a Cessna 172N,  
Robert purchased a beautiful Cessna T182T/NavIII (G1000 glass cockpit) and began building up his cross country 
flight time in earnest.  By the time I had passed my CFII check ride in early November 2016, Robert was more than 
ready to be 100% focused on his instrument training.  Although Robert's goal was to complete both his private and 
instrument training within twelve months - he ended up being just a couple of weeks out, due to some weather and
scheduling issues - but nonetheless a great accomplishment for him! 

~ Carol Bennett 

 ~   the RIGHT seat   ~ 

~ from the Chapter’s active  

 Flight Instructors 

Diane Myers congratulates her Commercial 
Multi-engine student, Gary Heilgeist, after  
his successful checkride on Jan 30. 

After several scheduling delays, Pam’s 
student Kasra Rasavi, passed his PPL 
on March 8, with DPE Lyn Carlson. 

Robert commented:  Carol is very flexible in what seems to be an inflexible 
area of aviation (instructing). I prefer her teaching style to others I've flown with 
because she's willing to have a conversation about technique and accepts that 
there isn't a one size fits all approach to flying. I greatly appreciated her  
patience as I dealt with the transition to a high performance, technically  
advanced aircraft, and the scheduling delays that were out of everyone's  
control but delayed my check ride for several weeks. 

Gary is concentrating on flying a twin-
engine airplane with the left engine shut 
down and the left prop feathered. 

Robert & DPE Lyn Carlson 

Robert’s T182T 



 

I am thrilled to share that after all the trials and tribulations I have endured over the 
past few years, a gigantic beacon of hope is now shining in my future! 

 

For those of you that are not familiar with my journey, the path to getting my PPL was 
littered with countless roadblocks.  Never one to give up, I took an alternate approach 
and decided to get my A&P and after securing a career, return to the skies.  I've 
worked incredibly hard to get through school.  I have held 2 jobs simultaneously, 
worked 10 hour graveyard shifts and made countless sacrifices to complete my    
courses.  My time in A&P school is coming to an end, and I have been thinking a lot 
about where my new career will take me.  

 

 

 As part of my plan for the future, I applied to 
nearly every scholarship under the sun and I am overjoyed to say......I won!!  

 

I was awarded 2 life changing scholarships: The Pratt & Whitney Engine Maintenance 
Scholarship and Southwest Airlines 2-week 737-700/800 Systems Class!  Both scholarships 
include travel accommodations and in depth training at each of the companies' main facilities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

I traveled to Disneyworld for the Women In Aviation conference to collect my 
awards and had an incredible time! The event was quite a whirlwind as I had 
several commitments spread out over the weekend but I squeezed as much 
adventure and enjoyment in to those few days as humanly possible! I attended award 
banquets for each of the scholarships as well as a social event with the Southwest Airlines Team. I met with other award winners 
and received advice from women that are well established within the aviation industry. Chatting with other women in aviation is 

such a delight, we always bond over our insatiable passion for 
aviation and I feel so inspired when they share the stories of their 
accomplishments.  

 

On my last day in Florida, I had a chance to explore the exhibit hall 
floor where I took some time to stop and chat with some of our 
Ninety-Nines sisters. Our Southwest Section meetings are always 
so much fun but meeting these great gals had me dreaming of the 
day when I can attend the international conference.  

 

I am so excited about my future and so grateful to each and every 
one of you that has supported, encouraged and guided me along 
my way. You are all very dear to my heart and I love you beyond 
all words.  

                                                                             ~Sarah  

         Sarah and Jennifer, Southwest’s  

only female inspector. 

Over 300 in attendance at the Banquet! 

Rhonda Glennon - Santa Clara Valley,  Corbi Bulluck - Kitty Hawk,                                 

Sarah,  Griselda Concepcion - Aloha,   Liz  Poeppelman - Alabama 

                              WAI Conference              ~Sarah Hufnagel 

 

 



 "Never in your life will you ever stand taller than when you bend over to help a child." 

CALLING ALL 99 MEMBERS!  We need all members & friends to paint Orange County with our Learn to 
Fly Essay Posters.  We want to inspire as many youth as possible.   Show them --They Can Fly! 

We have 200  25' X 14' posters. We need 
each member to post at least 3 posters. 
Place posters, with permission, where 
teens ages 14 to 18 can see them. Schools, 
large libraries, Boys and Girls clubs, youth 
sports complexes, hangouts such as ice 
cream shops and pizza places. Think out-
side the box.  Find a shop window next to 
a theater. Get teachers and youth coaches 
to help you. (Airports aren't appropriate.) 

Mission of The 99s:  Promote the  
advancement of aviation through  
education, scholarships and mutual     
support. 
This is our main community outreach   
program,  so we need  YOU to make it     
a success.   YOU can make a huge differ-
ence in a teen's life. 

       Get posters from: 
 Irene Engard in Costa Mesa 

   engards@aol.com 
       or  

 Diane Titterington-Machado 
      in San Clemente 

 dt@aviationspeakers.com 

mailto:engards@aol.com
mailto:dt@aviationspeakers.com


Are You A“Wake” 

It could not have been a more picture perfect day for Melody Liddell and me to take an awesome flight to KSBP for lunch at the  

Spirit of San Luis restaurant where we met one of my sisters Suzan and her friend Pat. 

We departed KSNA at 1000 on March 3, 2017 with 10 mile visibility and zero wind. The beautiful weather created a lot of traffic for 

our flight.  As we flew over the vast green hills I reflected on how fortunate we are to be able to fly all year round in this area with 

such spectacular scenery. It would be easy to imagine that you were in another country with all of the lush green foliage and wild 

flowers.  But who would want to? THIS is paradise! 

Our flight path as we left John Wayne was a Mesa departure, heading 220 climb to 6500 enter the Coastal Route at Wilma to      

transition class Bravo airspace. Our return was the Coastal Route heading South at 5500. Total flight time was 4 hours. We had       

an 8 knot headwind on our return.  

As we were following a regional jet into San Luis Obispo we experienced wake turbulence.  This was a first time ever for Melody   

and I to experience what wake turbulence felt like! Our experience was one loud bump. I kept waiting for more but that was all 

there was. 

Upon our return to KSNA, the tower requested that we make a short approach.  We were a little high for making this sort of         

maneuver and Melody decided that for our safety it was not a good idea.  One of the things I really appreciate about Melody is    

that  I know she will always make good decisions for herself as well as her passengers.  Not to mention that she greased two        

perfect landings.  

Just one of the many good things about women pilots is that we recognize that we need to be comfortable while flying.  Cold feet 

are not something a girl likes to have. That is the reason that Melody likes to fly in her comfy sox.  

     &              . .  .  aka Melody Liddell and Becky Valdez 

      

               



   
 
  

      
 

  On March 18th, Iris Critchell was scheduled to present a lecture at the Western Museum of Flight at           
Zamperini Airport in Torrance.  Due to her illness and hospitalization, the lecture was cancelled.  Becky Valdez, 
Melody Liddell, and Diane Titterington-Machado carpooled from SNA and I drove up from Fullerton.  Deter-
mined to get our aviation fix, we toured the museum.  It is truly amazing how many actual aircraft fit inside a 
hangar that is also home to many wonderful models of all sizes, an impressive reference library, and priceless 
memorabilia. 

  Following the recommendation of one of the volunteers, I watched the historical video that gave a detailed 
history of the airport, starting with its days as the “Lomita Landing Strip” and continuing until very recently.  
The story is quite similar to that of Eddie Martin Field and its evolution to the Orange County Airport we know 
today.  (To the best of my knowledge, though, SNA never had a missile installation, as did Torrance.) 

  The video also included much about Louis Zamperini, for whom the airport was named in 1946.  Zamperini, 
athlete in the 1936 Berlin Olympics, imprisoned and tortured by the Japanese in WW II, and motivational 
speaker, is the subject of the book and film “Unbroken.”  He passed away just a few months ago.  (When I was 
working on my instrument rating, we flew to Zamperini Field.  I’d never heard of Zamperini and neither had 
my instructor, a large hole in our educations.)   

  Iris’s lecture will be rescheduled.  The Western Museum of Flight is wonderful place to visit and it’s only         
a short flight (or drive) from Orange County. 

                  ~ by Shirley McFall 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Diane, Melody, Becky & Shirley 



    Catalina Island Trip                     ~ by Ewurabena Mensa-Wood 

 
Melody Liddell and I had been planning to head to Catalina Island for the last few weeks.  I had 
never been and was really looking forward to the trip.  On Friday 2/24/2017 we set out at 11am 
after a quick preflight.  After holding short of Runway 20R for a good 20 minutes, we left on the 
Mesa Departure and headed south west at an altitude of 4500ft.  After a scenic approach which 
involved a 45 degree entry into the downwind for Runway 22, we landed at the “Airport in the 
Sky”.  We had a delicious lunch of buffalo tacos and turkey sandwiches at the airport restaurant. 
Here are some pictures from our trip.  

 Ewurabena & Melody  

      enjoying a beautiful day of flying! 



OUR MISSION 
The Ninety-Nines is the international organization of women pilots that promotes      
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support        

while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight. 

   Join us Online 
 

Chapter Website  -   http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new  
 

Facebook  -  https://www.facebook.com/oc99s 
 

  Contact the OC99s -  OCninetynines@gmail.com  
 
 

To a Very Accomplished Woman:  All Ninety-Nines 

      Happy April Birthdays! 
     

      11th    Morgan Thorpe 

      11th    Esther Horn 

      15th    Robin McWilliams 

      17th    Emi Kennedy 

      24th    Carol Tierney 

   
                    If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated, and please send the date to                                                                         
           Morgan Thorpe,   Morgan.thorpe1978@gmail.com 

                           Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!                                              

  Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many                                       

       to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is. 

On Presidents' Day weekend, POTUS had West Palm Beach shut down with his TFR. 
Boca was swamped with corporate and private traffic trying to avoid the TFR 
restrictions. We were sitting in a long line waiting for departure, with numerous jets 
lined up for arrival, when a weekend warrior called up tower inbound asking for touch 
and goes. The tower controller told him to remain clear for now, but the pilot continued 
to call with his own ideas on how he could fit in.  After a couple more denials, the 
controller finally issued instructions ... Tower ... "Look out your window, 
pick a landmark, and do 360s around it until I call you back "  
... Weekend Warrior: " Left or Right?"  
... My captain, looking at me: "Some people just don't get it do they?". 
Gene Ford  

http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
mailto:ocninetynines@gmail.com
mailto:morgan.thorpe1978@gmail.com
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